The platelet activating factor receptor: a new anti-infective target in respiratory disease?
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ABSTRACT

There is increasing evidence that vulnerability to pneumococcal pneumonia is mediated by the expression of adhesion receptors for bacteria on lower airway cells. A key bacterial adhesion receptor is the platelet-activating factor receptor (PAFR). In vitro and animal studies have shown that upregulation of PAFR increases vulnerability to infection and blocking PAFR and knockdown of PAFR attenuates infection. Blocking PAFR may therefore be a novel therapeutic strategy in acute and chronic airway infection.

The lower airway contains a wide array of defenses against bacterial infection. In the larger airway, antibacterial defenses include mucociliary clearance, blood-derived mucosal cells and substances such as secretory IgA, lysozymes, lactoferrins and defensins. In the alveoli, IgG, surfactant, alveolar macrophages and lymphocytes prevent inhaled bacteria gaining a foothold. The airway epithelium also presents a major physical barrier to bacterial disease. One way that bacteria evade this formidable barrier is to adhere to epithelial receptors. Strong adhesion to host-expressed receptors allows bacteria to be shuttled across the cell membrane as receptors are internalised.

Over the last decade, there is increasing evidence that the platelet-activating factor receptor (PAFR) is a major epithelial receptor used by respiratory bacteria to inveigle their way across the airway epithelium. During the 1990s PAFR, a G-protein coupled 7-transmembrane receptor for PAF, received significant attention as a potential target for asthma therapy. Orally active PAFR antagonists were tested in adults with asthma, but were then shelved. The first evidence for a role of PAFR in bacterial adhesion was provided by Cundell and colleagues who discovered that PAFR mediates the adhesion of virulent (but not non-virulent) Streptococcus pneumoniae to human airway epithelial cells in vitro. Pneumococcal adhesion to airway cells in Cundell’s study was enhanced by interleukin (IL)-1α and blocked by a PAFR antagonist, whereas low-level basal pneumococcal adhesion to unstimulated airway cells was unaffected by a PAFR blocker.

This pattern is compatible with the concept that adhesion of pneumococci to healthy airway cells is a relatively benign process leading, at most, to colonisation. In contrast, activation of cells results in upregulation of adhesion receptors that tend to facilitate bacterial invasion. For the pneumococcus, this latter pathogenic process involves an interaction between phosphorylcholine (ChoP; a molecular mimic of PAF) in its cell wall binding to moiecties in the PAFR on host cells. Some strains of non-typeable Haemophilus influenzae, Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Acinetobacter baumannii also express ChoP—and therefore have the capacity to adhere to human bronchial epithelial cells in a PAFR-dependent manner. In vitro studies of human lower airway epithelial cells have found that rhinovirus, acid, fossil-fuel derived particulate matter, and most recently, cigarette smoke increase PAFR expression and enhance PAFR-dependent pneumococcal adhesion and invasion; that is, upregulation of PAFR expression on airway epithelium appears to be a non-specific response to a range of inhaled noxious stimuli.

If PAFR is a vulnerability factor for invasive pneumococcal disease, then animals with increased PAFR expression should be more vulnerable to severe pneumonia, and mice lacking the PAF receptor should be relatively resistant. Indeed, the PAFR knockout (PAFR−/−) mouse is resistant to pneumococcal pneumonia with reduced mortality, less pneumococci in the lung, and less translocation of bacteria from the lung into the blood compared with the wild-type animal. Cundell and colleagues upregulated epithelial PAFR in vivo by instilling IL-1 into the airway of rabbits, and found that cytokine treatment increased vulnerability to pneumococcal lung infection. Recent data from a mouse model suggest that pneumococci per se via upregulation of the transcription factor C/EBPβ, stimulate PAFR on airway cells—that is, pneumococci induce their own adhesion receptor. Once adherent pneumococci breach the epithelial barrier and enter the blood, they continue to co-opt PAFR to invade other organs. In contrast, no binding of the cell wall and no movement of the cell wall into other organs is found in the PAFR−/− mouse.

To date, the role of anti-PAFR therapy in non-typeable H influenzae lung infection has not been assessed in an animal model, but ChoP-positive P aeruginosa pneumonia infection in mice is attenuated by blocking PAFR. Although dysfunctional antibody production and defective splenic clearance is thought to underlie the vulnerability of patients with sickle cell disease (SCD) to invasive pneumococcal infection, a recent study suggests a role for PAFR in SCD. In the SCD mouse, constitutive PAFR expression by airway cells is increased, treatment with simvastatin reduces airway PAFR, and statin therapy reduces lung bacterial burden after pneumococcal infection. Similarly in the
colleagues reported an age-dependent increase in PAFR protein with asthma compared with normal controls. Shivshankar and colleagues reported an age-dependent increase in PAFR protein with asthma compared with normal controls.

Indirect evidence for a role of PAFR in COPD is provided by a study of carboxymethylcysteine, a mucolytic that reduces COPD exacerbations. In human airway cells, pneumococcal adhesion is downregulated in vitro by carboxymethylcysteine via attenuation of PAFR.

In conclusion, there is convincing evidence from in vitro studies and animal models that PAFR expression increases vulnerability to acute respiratory infection caused by some ChoP-expressing bacteria (summarised in figure 1). PAFR blockers are already available for use in humans, but before assessing their efficacy in therapeutic trials, more data on airway PAFR in health and disease are needed. Future research questions include: Does the expression of bacterial adhesion receptors by airway epithelial cells in COPD lie between a pattern supporting benign colonisation, and a pattern facilitating invasive disease? Do tightly adherent bacteria exist in the lower airway of conditions such as COPD—and is this a major source of free airway bacteria?
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